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ACTIVE NETWORKS COMPANY VISION

“Continue to grow as a recognizable name in hospitality for providing
the most reliable and accountable IT solutions for guests and properties nationwide.”

WHO IS ACTIVE NETWORKS?
We believe in reliability and personal accountability. Ask our
hotel clients. The properties that have selected Active Networks
for their technology investments have benefited from the
flexibility, proficiency, and commitment that our company
strives to provide everyday.

Active Networks understands that most hotels and property managers
need assistance to keep up with the trends in the market, but should
invest in technology services that are seamless and directly influence
their bottom-line.
Our success is driven by our proven experience and references working
with major hotel brands, independent hotels, and hotel management
groups. Active Networks’ specialists pride themselves on delivering
reliable technology and for providing great hotel customer and guest services.

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY CONSULTING
Select from our Information Technology (IT)
services to optimize your communications,
networking environments, and guest services
for cost-effective performance.

Technology continues to evolve, and the connectivity demands of guests anytime,
anywhere drive most technology investments. Whether you need assistance for a
new property or converting an existing property, Active Networks provides the
most dependable technology solutions to support properties and their guests
with their connectivity needs. Our management team, engineers and customer
service representatives are experienced in hospitality technology and provide the
best business solutions and customer care for each property.

TURN-KEY WIRED/WIRELESS CONNECTIVITY SOLUTIONS
“Once we switched to Active Networks wireless technology, our guest scores
immediately improved,” recently stated a major hotel management group customer.
Anywhere, anytime High-Speed Internet connectivity. Hotel customers demand
connectivity 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Hotels need reliable wireless and
Internet connectivity period. Active Networks provides scaleable and affordable
turn-key network delivery solutions for your rooms, meeting areas, restaurants,
pool areas, lobbies; anywhere your guests want to connect.
By offering reliable Internet connectivity to your guests, you provide them with
the convenience and freedom of staying connected and promote future loyalty.
Active Networks provides cost effective technology while delivering solutions for
current and future trends in hotel guest technology needs.

24/7 HOTEL/GUEST SUPPORT
Whether your guests or hotel management needs 24/7 remote monitoring or
technology troubleshooting support, we make certain your investment pays off
completely and effortlessly. Our support engineers offer quality 24/7/365 support
with quick resolution times by assisting the guests or the property manager in
diagnosing system issues that may require timely repairs or solutions.

DIRECTV SERVICES
As an authorized dealer of DIRECTV, Active Networks can give
your guests an unparalleled entertainment experience with
DIRECTV's HD programming, sports, and channel variety.
Hotels can create a home-away-from-home experience with
DIRECTV services in every room, restaurant or lobby.

PROPERTY SECURITY SYSTEMS (CCTV)
Active Networks provides a full suite of video surveillance and integrated security
solutions that enable intelligent video surveillance for your property. Security
solutions can be configured to either a smaller property needing a simple camera
or a major establishment requiring a complete video security solution. Our team
customizes each solution with a variety of cameras, high-resolution displays, power
products and accessories complete with the DVR recording and command platform.
This provides safety and security for employees, guests and your property.
Active Networks provides around the clock technical support, a comprehensive
warranty, and has several proven security solutions for your property.

PHONE SYSTEM INSTALLATION (PBX)
Active Networks takes the complexity out of hotel communications with a
feature-rich communication solution that eases the burden on reception staff
without compromising customer service. Our PBX solution lowers communication
costs, simplifies the guest experience, and makes deployment and maintenance
easier. With a unified communications solution it is possible to converge data and
voice while improving call handling and customer service.

Active Networks provides cost effective and flexible business pricing solutions
for your property. Whether you require single or multiple technology solutions,
by partnering with Active Networks, you get reliable and scaleable technology
that directly improve your guests experience and promise a guaranteed return.
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